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Hello ADC Members!
My first order of business as your newly installed president is
to thank you for your confidence in me to lead the Adirondack
Chapter. Some may recall that I served as president eons ago – 19921993 to be precise. Saying that It was a different time to lead is truly an
understatement. We tend to look back with fondness for good things we remember in
the past, one of many reasons why we own and restore old boats. We look forward
with expectations for good things to come. During our recent annual meeting the
Robert Overocker (Presidents) Cup was conferred to me for the coming two years. It
will be a reminder of my obligations to do my best in meeting club expectations for
good things to come.

My second order of business is to thank Ed and Sally Becker, the rest of the board of directors,
and our supporters who have worked so hard and donated generously to make the ADC active
and valuable for membership. We are where we are because of them. Further, I have a
commitment from Ed, Sally, and the rest of the club's officers for their continued support.
THANK YOU.
The COVID-19 crisis has dominated and continues to influence our lives in many ways. We're
ready to stop hearing and thinking about it, but the reality is that the effects will be with us for
a while. The ADC has successfully and safely come together for activities using cautions and
common sense, following the lead of medical and scientific communities and NYS.
I am looking forward to the winter and spring months for Open Shop tours and Demonstration
workshops. Dates for rescheduling Open Shop tours at Tumblehome and Hackercraft are
forthcoming, and a Demonstration Workshop at Halls is being planned for the first week of
December. Watch your email for dates and times.
Warm regards,
Neil Satterly

nmsatterly@gmail.com 518-461-1966

Welcome Our New Members…
Petri Ralegh and John Tarrant

PLEASE CHECK OUT ALL OUR SPONSORS ON PAGE 3 AND WHEN YOU SEE THEM,
THANK THEM FOR THEIR SUPPORT!
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